New Perspective!

Taking a view of things from God's perspective is what we need to
do. Resting in our position with Christ in Heavenly places. Yes! I know
the Plans I have for you.........You shall see your recompense........The
Lord is no-one's debtor, especially those who fear The Lord........You
shall run and your feet will not be hampered........Look to the Holy Spirit
to give you new prayer tools or strategies, something you have not tried
before. Ask Him for new insight and let it be an adventure - something
you will enjoy in God. Sometimes it's good to learn something new, and
grow in a new area - there's so much more in God than the outfits we've
been wearing for years in Him - good as they may be.
He spoke to me once about giving me a new surfboard to cut the waves,
this is something I was to venture - I was to step out from previous
knowledge and experience in God, He likens to an older bigger
surfboard, onto a lighter weight later one that was able to cut the waves
better.
You may have heard about a crossing over the Jordan? He referred to
this in the same prophecy.
At this time, there is a crossing over for those who have followed Him we've had the stretching and the testing etc Did you know that the older
eagle's shed their coat of feathers and put on New plumage? They are
able to take on the winds and glide with new strength. They also have
three different eye lenses, not two like we have been told before. And he
would say to us, "you have not seen through these before - I want you
to go on now, I want you to go for the best I have for you in this new era.
It's yours, it is for you."

